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Embark on a personal trip of spiritual awakening and lifestyle enrichment as you discover Tree Spirited
Woman's unique perspective on lessons forever. Basic philosophies for living movement through each of the
chapters. Tree Spirited Woman provides each reader with an enormous opportunity to develop alongside the
book's main personality. With Tree Spirited Female as her direct, she learns to "release and trust" in like,
personal relationships, and, eventually, death. Written as a narrative, Tree Spirited Woman takes you
through one woman's intimate transformation from the loss of life of her maternal grandmother to the
establishment of a fresh and guiding friendship with a wise and mystical woman. That is a book that can be
go through and reread, with deeper understanding and personal awakening culled from each visit to its
pages.
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Wonderfully Spirited Connective book I found the book because We was drawn to the name and the tree, i
quickly read a random pages and grabbed another publication for a friend. This is a beautifully written story
that touches the soul and reminds a person what is important in life. Thank you Colleen for your words of
wisdom. Not what I expected. It had been shorter than I expected, and filled up with a lot of things I
have go through elsewhere, but Colleen place everything in a different light and made it easier to come
across where it suits into my entire life. Sometimes it requires a different viewpoint to see things
differently even if you have browse or noticed them previously. I love the feel of seated with Tree
Spirited Female and listening to her talk, I could almost hear her tone of voice. I am reading this another
time. ... Gorgeous story that touches the soul. We used this reserve in an art course and it was thus
enlightening and the foundation of thus many okay conversations... Loved it n highly recommend it for
reading wen u need to wait around 3 hrs or more. It’s good to know it’s on Amazon. Shared it with my
husband and daughter as weell and the both appreciated it very much Fantastic read! Fantastic read! This
book may be small in proportions, but it's a huge in spiritual truths. Enables you to stop and realize there is
always more we are able to learn. This book is really worth reading and passing to others. It is a
straightforward read but packed with a good lesson. Great spiritual book Amazing book that assists put
your life in perspective!! Tree Spirited Woman channels text messages from afar that are simple, deep, and

reflective.Would recommend this one.. I wanted to talk about it with my close friends but I was afraid to
mortgage it out. Why God created writers I know now why God created writers. He knew that when
there was an important lesson to be passed along, gifting that lesson to a article writer meant it could be
passed on to thousands. Colleen Baldrica did a beautiful job of passing along the lessons of listening,
appreciating one's surroundings, valuing the point of watch of others, & most of all - learning to release and
trust. A reserve with a lesson for all! Great present for dear friends Timeless wisdom shared through a
touching friendship that looks at topics throughout a woman's life. A blessing, a gift, a treasure to talk
about. Great gift idea for dear friends. was so enlightening and the foundation of so many good
conversations. Browse it and can re read it frequently and hope to share with a group of women.!
Connections on so many different levels, something special of giving over and over. Brenda Schaeffer,
Writer of Grip of the Hawk and COULD IT BE Love or Is It Addiction? Insightful I picked this small
book up in a boutique on holiday and absolutely fell in love with it. The insight shared by the writer and the
connection it made with me has taken me back to it again and again.. Five Stars A very thought provoking
book with wise terms from an astonishing woman Great Book I was given this book to read loved it and
bought my own copy.
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